Climate-mediated evolution plays an integral role in species migration and range expansion. Gaining a clearer understanding of how climate affects demographic history and adaptation provides fundamental insight into the generation of intra-and interspecific diversity. In this study, we used the natural colonization of the green anole (Anolis carolinensis) from the island of Cuba to mainland North America to investigate the role of evolution at the niche, phenotypic and genetic levels after long-term establishment in a novel environment. The North American green anole occupies a broader range of thermal habitats than its Cuban sister species. We documented niche expansion in the mainland green anole, mediated primarily through adaptation to winter temperatures. Common garden experiments strongly suggest a genetic component to differences in thermal performance found between populations in different temperature regimes. Analysis of geographic variation in population structure based on 53 486 single nucleotide variants from RAD loci revealed increased genetic isolation between populations in different vs. similar thermal environments. Selection scans for environment-allele correlations reveal 19 genomic loci of known function that may have played a role in the physiological adaptation of A. carolinensis to temperate environments on the mainland.
Introduction
Niche conservatism is the tendency of species to retain aspects of their ancestral niche over time (Wiens & Graham, 2005) . Interpreted strictly, if niche conservatism prevails, migrating species should be limited to environments similar to their ancestral ranges. However, the prevalence of niche conservatism has been strongly debated, with some studies finding evidence for niche similarity among closely related species (Ricklefs & Latham, 1992; Peterson et al., 1999; Prinzing et al., 2001) , whereas others have documented niche lability (Bohning-Gaese et al., 2003; Losos et al., 2003; Graham et al., 2004) . Evolutionary adaptation to the abiotic environment has been identified as an important contributor to the establishment of species in novel ranges (Hendry et al., 2000; Huey et al., 2000; Sakai et al., 2001; Lee, 2002; Storz et al., 2007; Eales et al., 2010; Hohenlohe et al., 2010; Sultan et al., 2013; Flores-Moreno et al., 2015) . Adaptation to different environments can result in phenotypic and genetic divergence between populations and ultimately result in ecological speciation (Nosil, 2012) . In this study, we present an example of phenotypic and genetic divergence within a widespread species after colonization of novel habitats using the North American green anole, Anolis carolinensis.
Anolis carolinensis is phylogenetically nested within the Cuban green anole (A. porcatus) clade; its current distribution in North America is the result of overwater dispersal leading to establishment in peninsular Florida during the Miocene-Pliocene (Glor et al., 2005; Campbell-Staton et al., 2012; Tollis et al., 2012) . The only anole native to the continental United States, A. carolinensis has spread from Florida throughout the south-eastern United States to occupy a range of environments as far north as Tennessee and North Carolina and west into Texas and Oklahoma.
Winter temperatures likely limit the northern edge of the species' distribution (Williams, 1969) . In contrast to most reptiles at these latitudes, northern populations do not hibernate; despite regular ambient temperatures below freezing, this species endures winter by retreating to sheltered sites and basking on rock faces during periods of sun exposure (Bishop & Echternacht, 2004) . Populations also display geographic variation in acute cold tolerance (CT min ) (Wilson & Echternacht, 1987 .
The recently published genome of A. carolinensis (Alfoldi et al., 2011) provides an invaluable resource for understanding the influence of climatic variation on population structure and natural selection at the molecular level. In this study, we combine niche modelling, thermal physiology and genomic techniques to explore climate-mediated evolution associated with the colonization of this ancestrally subtropical Cuban lizard species into more temperate habitats in mainland North America. Towards this aim, we ask three central questions: (i) Is the climatic niche of the mainland green anole different from its subtropical sister species and, if so, along which climatic axes? (ii) Is there evidence of ecological divergence within the species along the identified axes? (iii) Which genomic regions may have been targets of climate-mediated natural selection during mainland range expansion? Our results point to an important role of adaptation to winter temperatures in the long-term survival and spread of species into temperate mainland environments.
Materials and methods

Climatic differences between mainland and island green anole species
Climate is known to be an important contributor to intraspecific (Morgenstern, 1996; Savolainen et al., 2007; Olson et al., 2013) and interspecific (Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Schluter, 2009; Schluter & Conte, 2009; Keller & Seehausen, 2012; Nosil, 2012) divergence via local adaptation and ecological speciation, respectively. Identifying climatic differences that distinguish lineages is integral to developing hypotheses concerning climate-mediated evolution. Abiotic environmental factors that differ most between divergent lineages may be causal agents of natural selection, shaping patterns of adaptation and population dynamics across geographic space. Once identified, these climatic features may be used to develop hypotheses regarding niche shift, phenotypic selection and patterns of genetic structure and selection across geographic space.
To identify climatic conditions that differ most between mainland and island green anole species, we gathered georeferenced locality data for A. carolinensis and its Cuban relatives, A. allisoni and A. porcatus. We combined data from Herpnet (accessed April 2013) and our own collections. Because A. porcatus contains two genetically and geographically distinct clades (Glor et al., 2004; Campbell-Staton et al., 2012) , we treated localities from the eastern and western sides of the island separately. Duplicate sites and those clearly in error (e.g. not corresponding to land areas) were removed from the data set. We downloaded contemporary climate layers for 19 bioclimatic variables from the Worldclim database (Hijmans et al., 2005) and extracted climate data for each variable at each occurrence point using the raster package in R (version 3.1.2, R Core Team, 2014).
We quantified environmental variation within and between each species with a principal components analysis of bioclimatic variables from all sample localities using prcomp function in R. We used variable loadings of principal components to determine the relative importance of temperature and precipitation in differentiating climate between clades.
Environmental niche differences between mainland and island species
We estimated the degree of niche shift of A. carolinensis by comparing its niche breadth with that of its closet Cuban relatives. We created a climate raster from PC1 across a geographic range including Cuba and southeastern North America with Arcmap software (ESRI 2011.) for use in environmental niche modelling. Environmental niche models for each clade were made using maximum entropy modelling implemented in Maxent (version 3.3.3, Phillips et al. 2004 Phillips et al. , 2006 . We generated each model using 10 000 random background points from the native range of each lineage. Each model was run 10 times, each time using independently generated background points. The 10 models were then averaged to generate the final model using the logistic output option of the programme. To avoid potential biases in niche breadth estimation due to the physical isolation of the Cuban lineages, we projected each model onto a common environmental range including both southeastern North America and Cuba for the comparisons of environmental suitability between lineages.
To identify geographic regions that are the most diverged between A. carolinensis and its closest island lineage, we used the niche projection of the western clade of A. porcatus, the sister lineage of A. carolinensis, to generate a multivariate similarity surface (MESS) map in Maxent. MESS maps highlight the similarity of environmental variation within a given geographic space to that experienced during model training. This map was used to determine where geographically the A. carolinensis range is most dissimilar to the western A. porcatus model.
We compared niche breadths between A. carolinensis and its Cuban relatives, using the ENMtools package (Warren et al., 2010) . Habitat suitability scores from projected models were standardized and imported into the niche breadth calculator within the ENMtools toolkit. The programme was used to generate a measure of niche breadth, inverse concentration (Levins, 1968) , for comparison across each green anole lineage.
Genomic data collection and variant calling
Liver, tail or toe tissue samples were collected for 186 individuals across 22 populations within the native range of A. carolinensis from collections in 2006-2007 and 2012 . Tissues were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen or preserved in ethanol or RNAlater, then stored at À80°C before tissue extraction. Genomic DNA was extracted using Qiagen DNA extraction kits. Double digests were performed using EcoR1 and Sph1 restriction enzymes to fragment DNA. Genomic libraries were prepared using a modified version of the protocol described in Peterson et al. (2012) . Details of the modified protocol are available in the supplementary materials. Sequencing was performed using 100-bp single-end and 150-bp pairedend sequencing on the Illumina Hiseq platform.
We used Geneious (version 6.1.8, Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand) to separate the resulting sequence fragments by individual barcode. Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) was used to quality filter reads for each individual. The quality of each read was examined in a 4-bp sliding window, and regions of sequence were discarded once the average read quality in this window fell below a Phred33 score of 15. An end-to-end alignment to the A. carolinensis genome was performed on singleend and forward reads of each individual using bowtie2 (Langmead & Salzberg, 2012) . Variants were called using the Stacks 1.06 pipeline (Catchen et al., 2011 (Catchen et al., , 2013 . Using the populations pipeline contained therein, we filtered the resulting variants for use in two downstream analyses. We first filtered for variants with at least 59 coverage and with a minor allele frequency of 0.05 or higher, shared between at least two populations in the data set and present in at least 40% of individuals within each population. This data set was used to calculate a pair-wise fixation index (F st ) matrix between populations with the STACKS software for use in mixed model and regression analyses. Second, we selected a subset of populations with at least four individuals with ≥ 500 k representative reads to minimize missing data for selection analyses. Allele counts from this data set were then used to identify variants within RADseq reads associated with geographic variation in environment.
Experimental test of phenotypic adaptation within mainland anole populations
Phenotype-environment correlations are among the oldest and most widely used criteria for identifying local adaptation in wild populations (Endler, 1986) . Under a hypothesis of climate-mediated local adaptation, geographic variation in a selective force is expected to give rise to variation in phenotypes under selection (Endler, 1986) . We tested for associations between thermal tolerance and temperature extremes across the entire native range of A. carolinensis using the critical thermal method (Cowles & Bogert, 1944) . We collected critical thermal maximum (CT max ) and minimum (CT min ) data for 202 lizards from 16 sites across the entire native range of the species during the summer of 2012. Each lizard was acclimated to 10°C for 24 h. After acclimation, we placed a thermocouple into the cloaca of each animal to monitor internal body temperature during testing. Each lizard was then placed in a 1.2-L plastic container, cooled at a rate of~1°C/min and periodically flipped onto its back and stimulated with forceps. The body temperature at which an animal could no longer right itself after 30 s was recorded as its CT min . After CT min trials, we acclimated each lizard to room temperature (~25°C) for 24 h. After the second acclimation period, each animal was then set up as above and heated by~1°C/min and tested for righting response. The temperature at which an animal could not right itself after 30 s was recorded as its CT max . Rates of temperature change during each trial were recorded for use in statistical analyses.
To identify correlations between thermal tolerance and thermal extremes, we performed linear regressions using R. The first linear regression analysis was performed testing the significance of the association between mean population CT max and BIO10 (mean temperature of the warmest quarter of the year), using rate of heating as a covariate. The second linear regression was performed testing the significance of association between CT min and BIO11 (mean temperature of the coldest quarter of the year), using rate of cooling as a covariate. BIO10 and BIO11 were chosen to represent temperatures experienced during the warmest and coldest parts of the year at each site, respectively.
The nonindependence of phenotypes due to shared ancestry and ongoing gene flow between populations can confound patterns of phenotypic variation due to local selection pressures (Stone et al., 2011) . To account for this, sampling phenotypes across a wide distribution (Endler, 1986) and controlling for phenotypic variation due to shared ancestry and migration between populations is necessary (Stone et al., 2011) . To account for phenotypic similarity between populations due to ancestry and ongoing gene flow, we fit a generalized linear mixed model (glmm) using Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques in the mcmcglmm package in R (Hadfield, 2010) as described by Stone et al. (2011) . Using 12 populations for which we had both genetic and phenotypic data, we structured glmms to search for a statistically significant relationship between thermal tolerance and extremes of local temperature. We used standardized genomewide genetic distances between populations, estimated with the fixation index (F st ), as a random variable in these analyses.
Testing the heritability of cold tolerance
Whereas phenotypic correlations with environmental variation can imply local adaptation, this pattern may also be the result of nonevolutionary phenotypic response to different post-hatching environments (phenotypic plasticity). Therefore, we performed a common garden experiment to test for population differences in cold tolerance in animals raised under identical environmental conditions. Gravid females from three populations were brought into a common laboratory setting. Females were kept under a 12-h light : dark cycle at 30°C and fed three times/week. Eggs laid in the laboratory were incubated until hatching, and the offspring were raised under identical laboratory conditions for 7 months. CT min trials were performed as described in the previous section. We performed a linear regression using CT min as the dependent variable, population of origin and generation (parent or offspring) as independent categorical variables, and mean rate of cooling per group as a covariate.
Testing for genetic isolation by environment
The genetic consequences of range expansion into different environments can have significant effects on the resulting patterns of genetic interchange across geographic space. The restriction of genetic exchanges between climatically differentiated populations can produce an association between genetic distance and environmental dissimilarity, a pattern known as isolation by environment (IBE). IBE may be a step along the way to divergence into distinct species (Nosil, 2012) , although this may not always be the outcome. Under IBE, climate acts as a barrier to gene flow, leading to associations between genetic distance and environmental dissimilarity across a species' range (Nosil, 2004 Freedman et al., 2010 , Wang, 2013 Wang et al., 2013) .
To estimate the effects of IBE and geographic distance, we performed a multiple matrix regression with randomization analysis (MMRR, Wang, 2013) . A pairwise genetic distance matrix was calculated using genome averaged F st values estimated in Stacks (Catchen et al., 2011 (Catchen et al., , 2013 . A geographic distance matrix was calculated using geographic coordinates in ArcMap. Linear geographic distances were calculated between each pair of coordinates. When the linear distances traversed a major body of water, the shortest overland distance was calculated using least cost path analyses.
To create environmental distance matrices, we focused on three environmental variables that together describe variation in low temperature extremes and variability. We used BIO6 (Minimum temperature of the coldest month of the year) as a measure of winter severity at each site. BIO2 (mean diurnal range of temperatures) and BIO4 (temperature seasonality) were used as metrics of daily and annual fluctuations in temperature, respectively. We ran principal components analysis on these three variables and calculated environmental distance between populations as the Euclidean distance in the first principal component, using the prcomp function in R. To test for isolation by distance and IBE, we ran a MMRR analysis using genetic distance as a dependent variable. Geographic distance and environmental distance were used as predictor variables.
Allelic associations with environmental variation
To search for regions of the genome under the influence of natural selection, we identified changes in allele frequencies associated with spatial variation in climate (Haldane, 1948; Slatkin, 1973; Nagylaki, 1975; Lenormand, 2002; Rank & Dahlhoff, 2002; Coop et al., 2010) . Allelic associations with environmental variation have been used to identify putatively adaptive loci in several other species (Dobzhansky, 1948; Berry & Kreitman, 1993; Hoekstra et al., 2004; Storz et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2008; McCracken et al., 2009) . We searched for regions of the A. carolinensis genome associated with variation in temperature and precipitation extremes by calculating Bayes factors (BF) using bayenv2 (Gunther & Coop, 2013) .
The programme was run in two steps. First, we estimated a population covariance matrix over 200 000 MCMC iterations to control for the effects of population structure using all genomic variants. Next, we detected environmental correlations between each allele and estimates of the upper and lower extremes of temperature (BIO10 and BIO11) and precipitation (BIO16 and BIO17). Because BF estimates can be sensitive to outliers, we also calculated nonparametric Spearman's rank correlation coefficients (q). Previous work has shown that the results of this analysis can be variable between runs (Blair et al., 2014) . Therefore, we ran the programme independently five times for 500 000 MCMC iterations and averaged estimates across all runs before identifying candidates. Candidate variants were identified as those lying within the top 99% of both BF and q distributions. The VariantAnnotation package in BioConductor was used to identify genes containing candidate SNPs. The bioMart package was used to identify names and ontology descriptions for all candidate genes.
Results
Climatic differentiation between mainland and Cuban green anole lineages
We collected climate data for 56 localities for A. allisoni, 146 for A. carolinensis, 56 for western A. porcatus and 72 for eastern A. porcatus. Principal components analysis reveals divergent patterns of climate availability across the A. carolinensis range when compared to its Cuban relatives (Fig. 1a) . The first two principal components explain 73.9% of variation within the data set. Principal components 1 and 2 represented the majority of variation in temperature and precipitation profiles, respectively, at each site. The top five variables contributing to the first principal component (53.2% of variation) all represent aspects of environmental temperature, based on variable loadings (BIO1 = 0.31, BIO4 = À0.30, BIO6 = 0.31, BIO7 = À0.30, and BIO11 = 0.31). Anolis carolinensis localities show high variation across this axis, whereas A. porcatus and A. allisoni localities cluster in principal component space indicative of warmer temperature with low annual thermal variability.
In contrast, the second principal component (20.7% of variation) loads most heavily on precipitation related variables. Four of the top five contributing variables to this component are associated with aspects of environmental precipitation (BIO5 = 0.30, BIO12 = 0.45, BIO13 = 0.43, BIO16 = 0.47 and BIO18 = 0.42). Anolis carolinensis localities show less differentiation along this axis when compared to Cuban lineages, clustering in principal component space characterized by relatively dry climate with low precipitation seasonality (Fig. 1a) .
Environmental niche expansion associated with mainland colonization
The mainland species of green anole has a greater environmental breadth compared to Cuban populations, as indicated by inverse concentration scores (A. carolinensis = 0.41, western A. porcatus = 0.06, A. allisoni = 0.07, eastern A. porcatus = 0.04) (Fig. 1b) . Projection of the western A. porcatus niche onto the A. carolinensis range reveals increasingly negative similarity values with increasing latitude (Fig. 1c) . Higher latitudes within the A. carolinensis range contain environmental variation outside that currently experienced in the species' ancestral range on Cuba. A map of all niche models can be found in Fig. S2 .
Phenotypic signatures of climate-mediated local adaptation
Multiple linear modelling reveals no increase in CT max in relation to mean temperature of the warmest quarter of the year in either the linear regression (adjusted R 2 = 0.02, P = 0.38, b Bio10 = À0.024, P = 0.58) or MCMCglmm (pMCMC = 0.53) (Fig. 2b) . Conversely, CT min shows a significant association with the mean temperature of the coldest quarter of the year in linear regression (adjusted R 2 = 0.16, P = 0.02, b Bio11 = 0.14, P = 0.03) (Fig. 2a) . This association remains significant after accounting for genetic relatedness among populations in MCMCglmm (pMCMC = 0.02). Therefore, geographic variation in cold tolerance seems to be driven by differences in local environment across the species' mainland range.
Evidence for heritability of putatively adaptive phenotypes
Eggs laid and hatched in the common garden produced sixteen total offspring (Lousiana: N = 4, North Carolina: N = 4, Tennessee: N = 8). Generation (wild-caught parents vs. common garden offspring) has no significant influence on variation in CT min (F 1,36 = 0.12, P = 0.73), Multivariate similarity surface index Niche breadth inverse concentration (Levins 1968) 
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A. carolinensis (Levins, 1968) , between the four clades of the Cuban green anole lineage. (c) Multivariate similarity surface (MESS) map depicting the degree of similarity of the climate of the western A. porcatus clade and the available climate within the A. carolinensis range. Lighter colours indicate more dissimilar environments, whereas darker colours indicate similar environments.
suggesting that lizards born in the laboratory retain population-specific signatures of cold tolerance. Population of origin has a significant influence on variation in cold tolerance (F 2,36 = 0.55, P < 0.001) (Fig. 2c) . This result suggests that genetic differences between populations have a significant effect on the observed variation in cold tolerance.
Evidence for genetic isolation by environment
Filtering for genomic variants resulted in a total of 53 486 single nucleotide variants available to estimate genomewide genetic distance between populations. The linear model including geographic and environmental distance between populations (R 2 = 0.116, F = 8.69, P = 0.034) significantly explains the observed patterns of genetic distance within A. carolinensis (Fig. 3c ). Within this model, the effect of genetic isolation by distance is not significant (b geographic distance = 0.07, t = 0.84, P = 0.53). Conversely, differences in environment between collection localities contribute significantly to the model (b environment = 0.32, t = 3.86, P = 0.033). Associations between environmental variables and latitude as well as loadings of each variable on PC1 used in the environmental dissimilarity analysis can be found in Fig. 3a , b, respectively.
Allelic associations with environmental variation
We recovered 20 282 SNPs representing 28 individuals from six populations across the A. carolinensis range for the identification of selection candidates. Bayesian analyses of allele-environment associations resulted in 81 total candidate SNPs associated with the mean temperature of the warmest quarter of the year, BIO10 (41 intergenic, two coding, 37 intronic, one 3 0 UTR; Table S1 ). Forty-four of these candidate polymorphisms are unique to this environmental variable. Seventy-two candidates SNPs (48 intergenic and 24 intragenic; 58 unique) were identified for the mean temperature of the coldest quarter of the year (BIO 11); 62 SNPs (40 intergenic, 21 intronic, one promoter; 41 unique) for mean precipitation of the wettest quarter (BIO 16); and 25 SNPs (nine intergenic, 16 intronic; 16 unique) for mean precipitation of the driest quarter (BIO17) (see Table S1 ). Temperature-related variables (BIO 10 and BIO 11) shared 12 candidate SNPs, whereas precipitation-related variables shared two. A diagram of SNP overlap between environmental variables and chromosomal positions of outliers can be found in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. Bayes factor distributions can be found in Fig. S2 .
Discussion
The major goal of this study was to understand the effect of novel environmental conditions on the niche, phenotypic and molecular evolution of an ancestrally subtropical terrestrial ectotherm. We aimed to (i) determine along which niche axes mainland populations of this species have diverged from their island relatives; (ii) quantify the effects of environment on gene flow between populations; (iii) determine whether adaptation to a novel ecological realm has a genetic basis; and (iv) gain preliminary insight through RADseq of the genetic targets of natural selection in a novel habitat.
Overall, we found evidence of a significantly expanded niche in the colonizing populations of the Cuban green anole, determined that there is likely a genetic component to differences in thermal performance found between populations in different temperature regimes and revealed several loci that may have played a role in the physiological adaptation of A. carolinensis to its novel mainland niche. Our results suggest that the mainland lineage has significantly expanded its niche and that detectable genetic differentiation associated with this expanded niche may have facilitated or accompanied colonization. These data support recent findings in other anole species that the physiological performance and thermal niche of reptile species can be labile (Munoz et al., 2014) and evolve rapidly in the face of novel thermal regimes Leal & Gunderson, 2012) . Taken together, this body of work complicates the classical view that reptilian thermal physiology is highly conserved (Bogert, 1949; Hertz et al., 1983; Vandamme et al., 1990) , and constrained evolutionarily, highlighting the importance of continued study to gain a clearer understanding of how reptilian species respond to novel environments.
Novel environments and climatic niche shift
We have identified increased daily and seasonal thermal variability and decreased winter temperatures associated with the migration of this subtropical island clade into higher latitude environments in mainland North America. These differences provide the potential for climate-mediated selection post-colonization. Niche modelling results support this finding, revealing niche expansion (increased niche breadth) of A. carolinensis beyond that of its Cuban relatives.
Evolution of cold tolerance on the mainland
We might expect that the cold temperatures at high latitudes would restrict the northward expansion of the Cuban green anole on the mainland. Therefore, adaptive evolutionary response to cold-mediated selection may have been necessary for A. carolinensis to obtain its current distribution. Analyses of geographic variation in thermal tolerance support this hypothesis. Animals occurring in colder winter environments at higher latitudes are able to maintain function at lower temperatures than their southern counterparts, supporting the findings of Wilson & Echternacht (1987 ) on a wider geographic scale; these results are robust even after controlling for shared phylogenetic history and ongoing migration between populations. Additionally, lizards from climatically differentiated populations maintain population-specific signatures of cold tolerance, despite being raised in identical thermal environments, suggesting a genetic basis of the trait. However, trans-generational plasticity (i.e. maternal effects) cannot be ruled out as a potential factor influencing the observed patterns of variation in thermal performance Fig. 3 (a) Geographic association of BIO2 (mean diurnal range of temperature) (teal) and BIO4 (temperature seasonality) with latitude for known sites of occurrence across the Anolis carolinensis range (b) Geographic association of BIO6 (minimum temperature of the coldest month) (dark blue) with latitude for known sites of occurrence across the A. carolinensis range. (c) magnitude and direction of loadings of BIO2, BIO4 and BIO6 on principal component 1, which was used to estimate environmental distance between populations for multiple matrix regression analysis (d) Association between genetic distance (genomewide average F st ) and a multiple matrix regression model including geographic distance and environmental distance (Euclidean PC1 distance between populations) across the A. carolinensis range. Salinas & Munch, 2012) . Quantitative genetic analyses of thermal tolerance would provide further insights into the heritability and genetic architecture of thermal tolerance in terrestrial ectotherms, an area significantly understudied to date.
Consequences of adaptation to different environments on genetic differentiation
Under the hypothesis of climate-mediated selection, we expect the effects of the putative selective pressure to be apparent at the genomic level. First, differences in local environment may act as a barrier to dispersal, resulting in climate-associated genetic isolation. Our landscape genetics analyses reveal support for climatic influence on the genetic structure. Geographic variation in low temperature extremes and variability was a significant predictor of gene flow across the A. carolinensis range after accounting for geographic distance between populations. Surprisingly, isolation by distance is not a significant contributor to genetic differentiation after accounting for environmental dissimilarity, despite the large geographic range of the species.
These findings are consistent with IBE (reviewed in Shafer & Wolf, 2013) , in which local adaptation reduces overall gene flow between populations via selective mating in favour of locally adaptive phenotypes (Weissing et al., 2011) , matching habitat choice (Edelaar et al., 2012) or selection against migrants from climatically differentiated source populations (Hendry, 2004; Thibert-Plante & Hendry, 2009) . The relationship between ecological divergence and reproductive isolation across disparate taxa has been well established (Funk et al., 2006) , although IBE need not always give rise to a speciation event (Nosil, 2012) .
Spatial structuring of populations across an environmental gradient is expected when the environmental change is steep and migration distances are short (Doebeli & Dieckmann, 2003) . The temperaturemediated population structuring of the green anole likely reflects its limited dispersal ability (as a small, territorial species) and the degree of environmental change in winter conditions across geographic space. Although winter temperatures change gradually with latitude within the species' range, the physiological constraints imposed by temperate winter environments appear to be sufficiently intense to effect migration of this ancestrally subtropical lizard.
Studies of anole species suggest that environment may play an important role in genetic and morphological (Malhotra & Thorpe, 2000; Thorpe & Stenson, 2003; Glor et al., 2003 , Leal & Fleishman, 2004 Gunderson et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2013) differences between populations on the islands of 
the Caribbean as well. This is one of the first studies, to our knowledge, to look at these phenomena in anoline lizards at a genomewide scale. Correlations between environmental and geographic distances may impose some limitations on our ability to precisely disentangle the contributions IBE and isolation by distance with multiple regression approaches (Manly, 1986; Smouse et al., 1986; Legendre et al., 1994) . Additional studies are necessary to fully understand the effects of this covariation on a finer geographic scale.
Potential genetic targets of climate-mediated selection
Natural selection should also act on regions of the genome responsible for producing phenotypic adaptation to local climate. As a result, the frequency of an adaptive allele should display a higher than expected association with its putative selective pressure across a climatically heterogeneous range. Using RADseq data, we have identified genes within the A. carolinensis genome that show support as candidates for climate adaptation, based on the strength of their association with climatic variation across the range of the species. Candidate genes associated with local winter temperatures show a diversity of functions. These candidates include 19 genes of known function and six uncharacterized proteins. Previously known genes containing candidate variants within this data set are associated with several biological processes that may have been important for colonization of temperate environments at higher latitudes. Several of these genes have been linked to aspects of neuromuscular development. AGRN is involved in the formation of neuromuscular junctions during embryogenesis (Rupp et al., 1991) , and TCF4 has been associated with involuntary neuromuscular function. Mutations in the latter gene have been linked to developmental and respiratory dysfunction (Zweier et al., 2007) . Two genes related to DNA repair also show correlations with geographic variation in cold temperature within A. carolinensis. MMS21 has been linked to recovery from DNA damage (Payne et al., 2014) , and KDM5B is a regulator of genomic stability .
Several candidate genes are also involved in aspects of physiology and metabolic efficiency. XIRP2 has been shown to play a role in cardiac remodelling (McCalmon et al., 2010) , whereas TIMAP is involved in the regulation of barrier function in pulmonary endothelial cells (Poirier et al., 2011) and promotes angiogenesis (Obeidat et al., 2014) . ROCK2 is associated with variation in blood pressure and cardiovascular physiology (Riento & Ridley, 2003; Noma et al., 2006; Seasholtz et al., 2006; Rankinen et al., 2008) , and MOGAT2 plays an important role in metabolic efficiency and regulation of energy metabolism (Gao et al., 2013) . Lastly, USP13 plays a role in dermal UV signalling pathways (Chen et al., 2014) and is a regulator of the interferon pathway, which mounts host response to pathogen infection (Yeh et al., 2013) . A full list of candidate SNPs and associated data from baynev2 and annotation analyses can be found in the Table S1 . Edwards et al. (2015) present a preliminary analysis of RADseq SNPs associated with BIO 11 (mean temperature of coldest quarter).
These results suggest genomic adaptation to climate across the green anole range involves genetic variants spanning multiple biological pathways and may reflect selection along several different biotic and abiotic axes (i.e. temperature-induced constraints on developmental and physiological processes and resistance to novel pathogens). These data provide a foundation for further genomic studies utilizing higher density genomic sampling. Although we focus our description of outlier loci to SNPs within the boundaries of known genes, further studies utilizing whole genome resequencing, exome sequencing or transcriptome variation may provide a clearer picture of genomic targets of natural section in continental populations (Edwards et al., 2015) .
Conclusion
In this study, we investigate the long-term evolutionary outcome of migration to mainland Florida and subsequent range expansion of a subtropical lizard species. We find little evidence for niche conservatism between mainland and island species of green anoles. The large population expansion after mainland colonization of the green anole (Campbell-Staton et al., 2012; Tollis et al., 2012) suggests that rapid ecological divergence and adaptation may have driven niche expansion of the continental lineage. This expansion has allowed mainland populations to occupy significantly colder and thermally variable environments than their Cuban sister species. Local adaptation to thermal environments has accompanied range expansion along with reduced gene flow between climatically differentiated populations. As a result, A. carolinensis now occupies higher latitudes than any other species of its genus.
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